
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE
FACULTY SENATE MEETING

MINUTES - Amended

Thursday, October 15, 2009; 2:30 P.M.; Curtin 175

Chancellor Carlos Santiago called the meeting to order at 2:30 P.M.

I. COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS
1. Chancellor’s Report:

UWM’s $240 Million Request PowerPoint is available at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/10-15-09240MRequest.pdf

Chancellor Santiago clarified the relationship between the $240 million for capital
projects and the Master Planning project. The $240 million was approved by the
BOR and their recommendations went forward to the state legislature. The $240
million was then approved by the state legislature to spend on capital projects. Those
projects are: 1. Great Lakes Water Institute build out and funding for the new
research vessel “Neeskay”; 2. Columbia St. Mary’s; 3. The Interdisciplinary Research
Building (IRB); and 4. Development of non-contiguous sites, which includes the
Academic Health Center in downtown Milwaukee and Innovation Park in
Wauwatosa. Santiago will talk specifically about the importance of Innovation Park
for the future of this campus at the Master Planning forum next week.

Santiago presented these four projects to the UC, faculty senate, BOR, annual
meeting of the BOR, and other venues. These projects have also been discussed in
the Physical Environment Committee (PEC) since 2005. He stated that there is a
history of these projects that in many respects pre-dates his arrival at UWM. The
origin of The Academic Health Center was the decompression of Enderis Hall. The
School of Public Health fed into the Academic Health Center. Innovation Park
started with a discussion of providing up-to-date 21st century facilities for the School
of Engineering.

Santiago continued by explaining the bundling of the projects. Through the UW
System and BOR meetings the individual projects were not moving forward on the
enumerated list; during this time UW Madison had two projects funded that were not
on the enumerated list: 1. The Institute of Discovery funded with $50 million of
donor money matched with $50 million of state funding; 2. Bio-fuels funded with $50
million of federal funding matched with $50 million of state funding. It was decided
to bundle all the projects that have not been funded and put them in a package and ask
for $300 million of state funding. The BOR were interested in the package and liked
the projects that extend beyond the confines of eastside Milwaukee, particularly the
Academic Health Center and Innovation Park. The BOR gave UWM $240 million
funding for the package over six years, however, UWM must raise $60 million of the
$240 million. $10 million has already been raised for the Academic Health Center.
$13.5 million is in the process of being raised for Innovation Park. These dollars will
count towards the $60 million that must be raised in order to have the rest of the
money released. Each individual project does not have to have a 25% gift match.

Santiago explained how the Master Plan is related to these projects. After the $240
million was given for the package, the BOR and the DOA suggested that UWM put
together a master plan and gave UWM $2 million to fund a master plan. Santiago,
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the BOR, and DOA agreed that the master plan cannot slow down the progress of
UWM getting academic buildings. Santiago said that he is not the author of the
Master Plan, but he does provide input. The Master Plan incorporates the bundled
projects into the larger process. The bundled projects may be taken out of the Master
Plan, but they are funded and will still move forward. Santiago said that in order to
stop any or all of the projects, the Building Commission must be informed that UWM
does not want those projects funded. This will result in the Building Commission and
the BOR taking those resources and moving them elsewhere.

Santiago stated that the Master Planning Process has been good for the campus. At
this point, groups of faculty are working on pre-design, which is funded by the state
in the amount of $500,000. After the pre-design work is completed, it will be
presented to the BOR. When the design phase begins the $240 million will kick in.
The Building Commission will have to approve the specific cost of each project.

At next Thursday’s Master Plan forum, Santiago will give his perspective on why
Innovation Park is the most important project for the future of UWM. There will also
be a discussion about who will assume the risks in these projects.

Senator Van Horne stated that in the mid-1990s there was a struggle between the
contractionists and expansionists. The contractionists wanted UWM’s population
between 16,000 and 18,000 and the expansionists wanted UWM’s headcount to
return to where it was in 1985, approximately 893 FTE lines and 26,400 students.
In 2003 Chancellor Zimpher set a goal of UWM reaching a headcount threshold at
30,000. This goal has been reached under Chancellor Santiago’s leadership.

Senator Van Horne said that in regards to the distribution of summer salaries,
S51states that “pay rate shall be 1/9 of the previous academic year salary for each
equivalent 4 weeks of full time service.” Individuals are being prorated for their
compensation of work which contradicts S51. Van Horne requested that the
Chancellor look into this matter. Chancellor Santiago duly noted this request.

Senator Meyers said that approximately $180 million of the $240 million request is
supported borrowing and asked where the revenue will come from to support the
borrowing. He also asked if the faculty senate will be allowed to vote on either the
entire process or to prioritize the projects. Santiago replied that the $120 million of
general purpose borrowing is paid for by the state tax payers. The program revenue
will be paid either from program revenue of the users of the parcel, such as dorm
residents, or tuition from those who go on that parcel. If the UWM Foundation
purchases the Wauwatosa site for $13.5 million, which it has the exclusive option to
do, the liability falls on the UWM Foundation. The state does not have any
responsibility for projects where the borrowing is done by a nonprofit.

In response to Meyer’s second question Santiago replied that he is more than happy to
open the process up to discussion or debate. The faculty senate may vote on the
Master Plan; however, these four projects have been approved and are a part of the
state legislature’s budget. Santiago told the faculty senate that if they do not want
these projects to move forward, he will give the faculty senate full authority to go to
the state of Wisconsin and request that these projects not move forward. Santiago
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said that we are at a crossroads, and he will show at the forum next week if these
projects do not move forward, we may need to change our mission

Senator Anderson asked if revenue backing up bonds can be from tuition as well as
dorm fees. Christy Brown replied that tuition is not used for program revenue
supported borrowing.

Jay Moore asked what extent have conversations regarding the nature of the building
–labs, classrooms, etc. been separate and independent from the land where buildings
will be built. He also inquired about the commitment to buildings being built as they
have been described in the Campus Master Plan. Santiago replied that in his
perspective there is a clear link because the only way the Academic Health Center
and Innovation Park are going to work and create the necessary research is through
partnerships. Location is extremely important. Location is part of the Master Plan;
however, projects can be taken out of the Master Plan. Currently, there is no money
to fund the Master Plan. If the DOA accepts the Master Plan, Santiago believes that
UWM may then ask the state for funding for those facilities without having the 25%
private dollar match.

2. University Committee Report: Cindy Walker, Chair
The report is attached.

3. Academic Planning & Budget Committee Report: Jay Moore, Chair
The report is attached.

A motion to extend the discussion by ten minutes was seconded and approved by
voice vote.

Discussion continued regarding the capital projects and the site locations.

4. Physical Environment Committee Report: Mary K. Madsen, Chair
The report is attached.

Senator Schwartz clarified that the formation of the working committees at the last
PEC meeting are special committees that can report directly to the Faculty Senate.

5. Information Technology Policy Committee Report: Christopher Burns, Chair
The report is attached.

Senator Lyman asked if participation in shared resources was mandatory. Burns
replied that it is not mandatory. Senator Guptasarma asked why the new system is
slower than the old system. Bruce Maas will follow up on that concern. He also
added that there is a project underway to improve the overall campus website and to
improve content management performance. Senator Meyers stated that PantherFile
does not work as well as the alpha system. Provost Cheng said that budget for
information technology has been reduced, but issues have been addressed.

6. Graduate School Reorganization Working Group Report: Cindy Walker
The report is attached.
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Senator Van Horne asked if the current reorganization of the graduate school is being
driven by structure superseding role or current personnel superseding structure.
Walker, Santiago, and Cheng said the initial concern was due to structure.

7. Student Association Report: Jay Burseth, President
Mr. Burseth had to leave for class. Chancellor Santiago asked Secretary Trudy
Turner to place Jay on the agenda at an earlier time.

II. SENATE ROLL CALL
Secretary of the University Trudy Turner conducted the role call for the Senate. There
were 35 senators and Parliamentarian Richard Marcus present. A quorum of the Faculty
Senate was present.

III. AUTOMATIC CONSENT BUSINESS
1. The minutes of the September 17, 2009 Faculty Senate meeting were approved as

distributed.

2. Approval of the updated Listing of New Faculty Member for 2009-10 and Retired
Faculty for 2008-09, FD 2663R1, was received.

3. 2008-09 Annual Reports of the Faculty Standing Committees:

Academic Planning and Budget Committee, FD 2685, was received
Academic Program and Curriculum Committee, FD 2683, was received
Codification Committee, FD 2684, was received

2007-2008 Annual Reports, pending receipt:
Economic Benefits Committee
Extension Policy Committee
Faculty Appeals & Grievances Committee
Faculty Ethics Advisory Committee
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee
Nominations Committee
Research Policy Committee

IV. CHANCELLOR’S REPORT
Status of the Faculty Documents:

1. Document 2641R1, 9/17/09: Modification of Motion to Improve Senate
Communication with Faculty Committees. To UWM Administration (for
information) 9/21/09. Approved by UWM Administration, 9/22/09.

2. Document 2682, 9/17/09: Recommendation from the Physical Environment
Committee for Approval of the Charge, Composition, and Standing Rules of
the Campus Facility Naming Subcommittee (formerly Names of Buildings
Subcommittee). To UWM Administration (for information) 9/21/09.
Approved by UWM Administration, 9/22/09.
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V. BUSINESS
1. Faculty Document 2686. Physical Environment Committee (PEC) Chair Mary K.

Madsen moved adoption of FD2686, Recommendation of the PEC to Revise UWM
Policies and Procedures, Supplemental, A3.6: Physical Environment Committee.
The PEC unanimously approved having a member of the Academic Planning and
Budget Committee (APBC) on the PEC, bringing the total membership to 23.

FD 2686 was approved unanimously by voice vote.

2. Report on Master Planning:
Rita Cheng presented the report.
This presentation is available at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/10-15-09MP.pdf

A correction was made to the dates of the consultant meeting and University
Committee forum. The corrected dates are October 20th and October 22, respectively.

Senator Anderson stated that she would like to vote on the Master Plan as per FD
2571; however, the current draft needs corrections before a vote can be conducted.
She cited the mission statement, enrollment figures, characterization of the university,
labels of buildings as incorrect in the Master Plan document. She requested revisions
and corrections and updates every 2 to 3 days until the document is workable.

A senator asked about the omission of the decision tree in the document. Provost
Cheng replied that the consultants have been made aware of the omission. Senator
Adesso expressed concern of how UWM was characterized as primarily a teaching
institution and believes that this has shaped the Master Plan and limited the
consultants’ vision about this campus. He said that social scientists do not only work
with social scientists. Cheng encouraged him to submit feedback on the Master Plan
web site. Senator Pycior also emphasized the need for the corrections and the need to
explore the implications of these changes as soon as possible. She also stated that as
a subcommittee member repeated input was not getting through to the consultants and
feels it has resulted in some of the problems and errors in the current Master Plan
draft. Senator Parsons said that some circumstances and facts have changed since the
beginning of the Master Plan Process and would like to see the changes and needs of
the campus factored into the Master Plan.

VI. COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
A motion was made and seconded to go into Committee of the Whole at 3:55 P.M. The
motion was approved by unanimous vote. University Committee Chair Cindy Walker
presided over the discussion Collective Bargaining. She asked Faculty Senator Steve
Meyers, Associate Professor Emeritus Erika Sander, and Lead Organizer AFT-Wisconsin
Julie Schmid to rise and address the senate.

This presentation is available at:
PowerPoint Presentation
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/10-15-09CBppt.pdf

Outline and Links
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http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/10-15-09CB.pdf

Ten Common Myths about Academic Unions
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/10-15-09AFTUnions.pdf

Julie Schmid explained some of the things that a union can and cannot do. Unions can
protect wages, hours, and benefits. Faculty and academic staff were the only state
employees to give back their 2% pay increase because there was no collective bargaining.
Graduate student employees at UWM are members of the MGAA and were able to
protect their negotiated pay increase. The eight days of state employee furloughs were
negotiated through collective bargaining agreement and implemented across the state.
Unionization is also a way to preserve shared governance, faculty autonomy, and faculty
rights.

A motion to extend the discussion by ten minutes was seconded and approved by voice
vote.

Discussion ensued. Senator Welstead stated that faculty numbers are declining and
academic staff numbers are increasing, and the two groups need to unify. The division
between the two groups is why there is no collective language. If this does not change,
UWM will be a top down management scheme.

Schmid said that the main concern she has heard at other UW institutions is that the
quality of education has been compromised. The reason most faculty and academic staff
organize is that they want to have a voice in shaping their institutions and protect the
quality of education. She added that often in collective bargaining agreements when
faculty and academic staff are in a combined unit, there is language that establishes ratios
of tenure-line faculty to non-tenure-line instructors as a way to protect the core of tenure-
line faculty. Schmid said that a book, Academic Unionization, contains a study of faculty
salaries at unionized versus non-unionized institutions. There is also a report that
compares ranked faculty salaries at UWM and unionized peer institutions that will be
shared with the TAUWP chapter and made available to colleagues.

Under Wisconsin law when two parties reach an impasse there is binding arbitration in
the collective bargaining agreement where a third party neutral comes in to help settle
disputes. Under the higher education piece of legislation there only needs to be a
unilateral call for impasse in arbitration. Schmid said that there is a feasible way for
separate bargaining units to combine, either by combining as they organize into a larger
local or there will be separate locals and the development of an umbrella group.

It was moved and seconded and unanimously approved to rise from the Committee of the
Whole at 5:07 P.M.

VII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

VIII. GENERAL GOOD AND WELFARE
None
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IX. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:07 P.M.

UC Report to Faculty Senate
October 15, 2009

 Just a reminder that this report is included in the minutes of this meeting and for those of
you who are interested, weekly minutes are posted on the Sec of U’s website.

 As many of you probably know, legislation that allows us to decide whether or not we
want to unionize was passed a short while ago. In an effort to help inform us about what
a union can and cannot do for us, the UC decided last summer to bring the issues to the
Senate and this is currently scheduled for today. You should know that in all campuses
across the system are thinking about this. The system administration has said that they are
neutral on the issue, but they have been criticized by some of the legislators for proposing
to bring in consultants to work with administrators to figure out ways to deal with this
because some feel it is a way to prevent us from unionizing. There is a lot of uncertainty
about how units would be organized, but the UC feels that we would be wise to align
ourselves with our colleagues at Madison and it has been reported that they are unlikely
to decide to organize.

 Furloughs were the big topic of conversation at the faculty rep meeting I attended in
Madison a few weeks ago. There was general consensus that there should be some
impact on the public. However, most of us felt that with the current state of the economy
we are just doing are fair share. Rebecca Martin (from UWS) stated that there cannot be
another furlough in the next biennium, rather there would have to be an actual cut in pay
for everyone and that they are not anticipating that this will happen. UWS also said that
although campuses have to have their own internal structures for reporting furlough time
used, that this will not be reported upwards to system because the money has already
been taken from campus budgets. Therefore, there will not be any consequences for
faculty that don’t report or take their furlough time.

 The UC has been talking extensively with administration about some of the issues
surrounding the Master Plan, especially those issues related to expanding our campus
footprint, and an open forum will be held next Thursday, October 22, in the Union
Ballroom West from 1 to 3 p.m. to facilitate dialogue between and among faculty and
administration. The panel will consist of the Chancellor, Dean Lovell, Dave Gilbert, and
the three chairs of the MP subcommittees. An e-mail went out two days ago requesting
statements/comments/questions/concerns from faculty and academic staff. The UC will
also be putting together a list of questions at our meeting next week. I will moderate the
forum and it will be organized such that the Chancellor and Dean Lovell both have about
ten minutes to present their ideas and then I will ask questions that have been submitted
to the panel. This will be followed with faculty reading their prepared statements that
were submitted to the UC and the forum will conclude with questions from the audience.
I encourage all of you to read through the Master Plan and submit any feedback you may
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have. I also encourage you to attend the open forum that we will be hosting next week.
One thing that the UC feels is imperative, is for a bi-annual process be put in place that
would engage the faculty and administration in a dialogue to prioritize the projects on the
Master Plan list. As Master Planning is one of the primary charges of the PEC, we hope
they will take responsibility for spearheading this effort.

 J. Moore, Chair, APBC

 Comments to Senate–Oct 15, 2009

 The statutory functions of APBC are to make recommendations to the faculty and

to campus administration regarding (a) short range and long range academic plans for the

campus that are consistent with the mission of the campus, and (b) budgetary

implications of those plans. It meets twice a month on Thu mornings from 8 to 9:30 am in

LUB N440. Meetings are open, with agendas and minutes of past meetings posted on the

Web for interested parties.

 At a recent meeting, APBC asked a working group, consisting of the existing

Tuition and Fee Policy Committee augmented with faculty representation from APBC,

APCC, and APC, to review our existing campus tuition policy. At issue is whether our

existing policy is consistent with best practices and standards at other universities. Also

at issue is whether our overall tuition revenue is at a level that can contribute to the

support of our campus academic programs.

 Many of you will recall that the Madison campus recently enacted the Madison

Initiative. This Initiative levied a tuition surcharge of $250 each semester for the next 4

years. Exceptions were granted for families with annual incomes less than $80K. About

half of the funds would be made available to students for financial aid. Another half

would be used to restore as many as 100 faculty and student support positions, thereby

providing greater access to courses, removing bottlenecks, and avoiding increased time to

degree. The UWM working committee will address similar matters for our campus.
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 We have asked the committee to bring recommendations to APBC for review. If

approved, APBC would then forward them to SA, AS, and Faculty Senate for action by

the end of the first semester. If approved, the recommendations would then be forwarded

to UWS and BOR for their action.

 APBC also spends time on issues related to CMP. Although the Senate will

ultimately vote on whether to accept the CMP, the role of APBC in any formal

deliberative process associated with accepting the CMP is unclear. For example, APBC

has not been asked to review CMP on behalf of the Senate and to bring a resolution to

accept to the floor. It remains to be determined whether sufficient time exists to do so

now. The campus administration has designated PEC and special committees to lead the

review and development of building plans for capital expenditures associated with CMP,

not APBC. We note the UC is sponsoring a forum on Oct 22. Finally, the CMP is

available to all for review and comment on the Web. Thus, any formal role of APBC in

CMP has been sidestepped, although APBC remains part of the campus approval matrix

and can review specific aspects of the CMP that come before it via that process.

 Many members of APBC continue to believe the CMP suffers from significant

problems that can be listed under two major headings. The first heading is insufficient

cost-benefit analysis of the moves being proposed. The second is insufficient analysis of

the sequencing that will be required to effect any moves, whatever they prove to be.

 Let me first speak to cost-benefit analysis. I presume advocates in the campus

administration or elsewhere can list benefits of the moves outlined in the draft of CMP.

What about costs? Particular concerns exist for whether costs exceed benefits for at least

two of the outlying sites–Tosa and Bldg 29. I haven’t seen a cost benefit analysis of

these sites in regard to other alternatives–Why not? Much is made of sustainability in

CMP, but what about lack of educational and academic sustainability as a cost? How can
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students and faculty be integrated into the educational and academic life of the university

if they are scattered all over the county?

 Let me now speak to sequencing. By sequencing I mean both the setting of

priorities as well as the contingent links among various elements of CMP. Members of

APBC have fewer problems with contemplated changes for the Kenwood campus than

plans for outlying sites--IRBs, pathways, neighborhoods, connectors, quads, plazas, etc.

Nevertheless, we note that recent discussions have highlighted particular problems

associated with the sequence of events associated with building an IRB at the site of the

Children’s Center. Other sequencing problems also exist. We think we need to look

beyond the branding and buzz words to the substance of the proposals. Money for these

changes is probably going to be scarce. Many of the changes are necessarily described

using conditional language of could’s and “opportunity” sites because they are

necessarily contingent on outside resources, such as MCTS and configuring the lanes of

city streets. As a result, legitimate question exists as to how realistic the changes are, and

in what sequence any changes will be pursued.

 Many questions therefore exist as to whether CMP allows us to get the most for

the university, metro Milwaukee, and the state from a $240M capital expenditure budget.

Even though some language in the draft of CMP appears very conditional and tentative,

many moves are presented as virtually faits accompli, with no consideration of

alternatives. Just how conditional and tentative the moves actually are is a matter of

opinion. Despite terms like “flexibility,” whatever emerges in the final form will be

regarded as firm by DOA, or else they would not be paying several million dollars for it.

The process and content to date clearly reflect substantial input from campus

administration. It is therefore very important that all faculty and Senators read and
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comment on the document. If we have reservations about its adequacy, we can go on

record and express them.

 The predesign phase in which we are asked to outline how we would spend

$240M in capital expenditures for buildings is a conceptual feasibility phase. Cautions

that we risk losing $240M by not endorsing the current plan advocated by campus

administration seem inconsistent with the assurances from the administration and DOA

that the design of the buildings and the sites of those buildings are independent matters.

Not the least symbolic expression of our reservations would be to ask for revisions in

CMP, and failing to get revisions, defeat a motion to accept the document.

 Let me now take this opportunity to speak to matters related to Marc Levine's

recent working paper. Many senators are aware that this paper outlined a number of far-

ranging concerns pertaining to recently discussed initiatives. As I understand his thesis,

it is that the value of a university to its community comes from the free exchange of

knowledge and being a good university anchored with traditional values of scholarly

excellence and intellectual rigor in all its programs. If one examines concerns of the

private sector, they are all for a well-educated work force in a vibrant community. That

is how a university needs to be invested in. Some universities have skewed resources

toward commercialization and patent races in circumscribed programs via industrial

parks segregated from the heart of the campus. However, they have fallen short of their

goals, and in the final analysis only created problems for themselves. What reason is

there to think UWM will be any different?

 Members of APBC strongly agree that the campus should not devote its efforts to

embalming the status quo. The possibility of $240M in capital expenditures–and let me

here acknowledge the hard work of the campus administration in obtaining these funds--

affords a unique opportunity for us to move forward. Possible plans for buildings to be
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constructed with these funds are being drawn up as we speak. Members of APBC agree

that the CMP should be open, inclusive, and transparent, and we look forward to working

with the campus administration in a collaborative and consultative, rather than adversarial

relation. One way is for the administration to acknowledge the legitimacy of faculty and

staff concerns and address them, for example, as those concerns are represented in Marc

Levine’s working paper and other venues. Perspective is what best promotes a reasoned,

principled, and deliberate course of action, and perspective is what the current situation

demands.
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Report to the UWM Faculty Senate, October 15, 2009

Physical Environment Committee

The Physical Environment Committee (PEC) had two meetings in September 2009. At
the first meeting on September 9, 2009, Mary K. Madsen was elected as chair of the committee.
The PEC meetings were determined to be the third Wednesday of the month with the exception
of January when there will be no meeting. The meetings will be held from 8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
in the Regents Room.

At the first meeting of the PEC there was a discussion of donors for named spaces in
CEAS and voting in closed session per Wisc. Stats 19.85(1)(e)(f). A Subcommittee on Naming
of Buildings was discussed and sent to the Rules Committee. This was approved by the Faculty
Senate on September 16, 2009. A request to change the membership of the PEC to include a
representative of the APBC on the committee was approved unanimously. This was then sent to
the Codification Committee.

The second meeting of the PEC was held on September 16, 2009. Chancellor Santiago
was present for a lengthy discussion of the Master Plan. The four priority areas discussed were
the Kenwood Integrated Research Building (IRB), Freshwater Sciences and Research Vessel, the
IRB on the county grounds and the facility for the School of Public Health. Working groups for
the pre-design funding were organized around the priority sites. It was moved, seconded, and
approved unanimously to endorse the formation of the working groups for priority projects with
the understanding that the membership could change. Two other working groups were also
discussed. The groups will report to the Physical Environment Committee.

Claude Schuttey and Christy Brown provided an update on the 2009-11 Capital
Budget/Milwaukee Initiative $240M. The expenditure plan will include a statement on what the
project is; the programs that will be housed in the facility; the square footage required for these
programs; which site or location would be best for the program and the source of funding
involved.

There was a brief discussion about the proposed Klotsche sauna closing. Further
discussion was deferred until the next meeting.

The members of the Transportation subcommittee were established as they would need to
begin work immediately. It was also moved, seconded, and approved unanimously to change the
name of the University Services Building to University Services and Research Building.

The next meeting of the PEC will be October 21, 2009 at 8:30 a.m. in the Regents Room.
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October 15, 2009

Information Technology Policy Committee

(ITPC) Report to Faculty Senate

The ITPC has met twice to date during the Fall 2009 semester. The committee has:

1. Endorsed the recommendations of the July 2009 Report of the Research Cyberinfrastructure

Working Group (chaired by Professor Patrick Brady). The key recommendations of the report

include:

a. increasing the University IT budget to enable the hiring of a combination of

specialized IT professionals and PhD-level staff to form a core Research

Cyberinfrastructure Team (RCT).

b. creating a Center for Research Cyberinfrastructure to facilitate collaboration between the

RCT and University researchers.

c. identifying space to house both RCT staff and research cyberinfrastructure-related

equipment.

d. investing (using a phased, incremental approach) in new cluster and storage

equipment to facilitate existing and anticipated research computing needs.

2. Monitored the establishment of a new research computing cluster to be housed in the

College of Engineering and Applied Sciences, with additional support from the College of

Letters & Science.

3. Discussed a variety of IT-related issues with Provost Rita Cheng, included

research cyberinfrastructure initiatives, aspects of the master planning process, UWM

support for online and blended learning, IT infrastructure, and UWS Common Systems

projects.

4. Appointed liasons to or members of the Web Steering Committee, the

PantherLink Steering Committee, the Tech Users Group, and the Educational

Technology Fund Committee.
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5. Monitored the Alpha server retirement process and the move of personal web pages to

PantherFile. The ITPC meets monthly; the next meeting is scheduled for November 13, 2009.

Respectfully submitted,

Christopher Burns, Chair

Information Technology Policy Committee

Graduate School Re-organization Report

The UC has been grappling with and discussing this issue extensively over the past
month. Bob Schwartz (Dept. of Philosophy) was elected to chair the committee at our
second meeting and at that time we thought we would split into two sub-groups – one
dealing with graduate education and another dealing with sponsored research. However,
at our last meeting there was consensus that most of us were really interested in both
sides of the graduate school and that they were difficult to talk about in isolation.
Therefore, we decided to stay together for at least a while. We were provided with a list
of things that the graduate education side of the house has done in the past, is currently
doing, or would like to be doing but isn’t able due to lack of resources. These things are
primarily related to graduate admissions, graduate recruitment and retention (including
fellowship processing), having a presence in national graduate school organizations,
tracking student progress, supporting governance committees dealing with graduate
education (GFC. GCC, and GPR), and maintaining the graduate school website. Patricia
Arrendondo has taken over the responsibility for the administration of the graduate
education side of the house and she is supported by Vicki Everson, who is very familiar
with how things work over there. At our next meeting Steve Atkinson will go over the
tasks that are accomplished by the sponsored research side of the house, Prasenjit
Gupdasarma will give the same presentation the he provided for us last May which
outlines the issues the Research Policy Committee see with the Sponsored Research side
of the house, and Dev will provide us with the level of support that each School/College
currently has in place to support sponsored research.


